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Abstract: A distributed system is an application that executes a collection of protocols to coordinate the actions of multiple processes on a network, such that all components cooperate together to perform a set of related tasks. A distributed system can be physically instructed by two ways: First, fully connected network peer-to-peer approach in which each of the nodes is connected to each other. Second, partially connected network in which a direct link exists between some but not all pairs of computers. The purpose of this paper is to design a chat room application which is based on the architecture of distributed system. This paper used a peer-to-peer approach to design the chat room application.

1. Introduction

A chat application can be designed using different approaches of distributed system architecture. We will explain in details a peer-to-peer approach. Even though different models are possible there remains some functionality in common as shown in Fig.1.1.

2. Objectives

This paper designs a chat room by using the architecture of distributed system which fulfills the following objectives:

(a) Design a Network scheme for peer-to-peer architecture.
(b) Use the peer-to-peer architecture of distributed system to design a chat room with following concepts:
   - How does it work?
   - Login and who is on-line?
   - Ask for friend relation
   - Chatting

3. Design Scheme

To design a chat room based on the peer-to-peer architecture of distributed system we will use the following managers as shown in Fig.2:

(a) Network manager. A network manager is responsible for listening to the network.
(b) Packets manager. The packet manager is responsible for classifying packets between system and normal chat messages.
(c) Text and display manager. The text and display manager is responsible for normal chat messages received from the packet manager.
(d) Status manager. This is responsible for status, login and friend messages.

The most important thing is to run all these modules in separate threads because it is really important to deal with and display messages when the network manager is sending another one, etc. Fig. 3(b) showed the global shape of the architecture: peer-to-peer architecture.

We would try to explain more how the architecture can be developed and how we can deal with some aspects of the process such as login, discovery, friend relationships etc in
the next section of this paper.

(a) Peer-To-Peer Architecture
The first possibility to develop a chat application is the use of a peer-to-peer architecture of distributed system. A fully connected network peer to peer architecture is a network in which each of the nodes is connected to each other as shown in Fig. 1.3.

![Figure 1.3: Node connection](image)

The friends-list is modified when we add or remove a friend. This process will be explained in more details in our next section. The online-list is managed by the status manager. In a first time, we add peers into this list during the login phase. But, after that, we can use an eventually perfect failure detector (EPFD) to remove peers when they leave or they crash.

(b) Login and who is on-line?
We take an example with five peers (nodes) already connected on the network we are the sixth one arriving on the network as shown in Fig.1.5 and let's make some assumptions

![Figure 1.5: Example sixth one (node) arriving on the network](image)

(a) How does it work?
We are working with a pure peer-to-peer network which is composed by peers and links between them only. We do not want to use the functionalities of super-peers to keep this system as basic and simple as possible. Every node must maintain two separated lists.

(i) One list containing names of friends (List<Friend1, Friend2, Friend3, ...>).

(ii) Another list containing all online peers that we know (List<[User1, IP, Port], [User2, IP, Port], [User3, IP, Port], ...>).

We assume that the discovery process is made easier thanks to a public place where connected peers can publish their point-of-entrance in the network. Whatever happens we need to know at least one entry point. We assume that there exists a (well managed) DHT (Distributed Hash Table) containing all credentials of registered people of this chat service.

Peer 6 chooses Peer 5 as entry point. Peer 6 will send a join message to Peer 5: JOIN(Peer6, Password, IP, Port)

Figure 6 shows the behaviour of every node when a JOIN message arrives[6].

![Figure 6: Behaviour model](image)
In addition to that, we can imagine a way to avoid Join messages to loop forever in the network with a simple 'id' feature or something. Thanks to this login process, we can retrieve the list of already connected people and launch our EPFD on every host to detect when they leave or they crash. We are now ready to begin chat sessions with connected friends.

(c) Ask for friend relation
When the application that is running and the user is fully logged-in, we can simply search in the online list to friend new friends. Then, we can directly send an Ask-Friend message to the IP address and the port of the new friend. This kind of message is treated by the packets manager. If the new friend agrees with this new relationship, he replies with a Friend-Ok message to the original peer. If the new friend not wants to begin a relationship with the peer, he simply never replies to the message. This process is very simple thanks to the fact that we are in a peer-to-peer network, where every node can act as a server, client or both. The communication between peers can be done directly thanks to the information contained in the online-list.

(d) Chatting
In the same way than the friend messages, peers can simply exchange normal chat messages with each other thanks to the fact that they have all the information to join other peers. We can easily understand here the importance of the packets manager. Actually, when a packet arrives in a node, the packet manager can simply read the header of this packet to know if it is a system notification (friends, status, etc.) or a real chat message (containing text to display).

4. Conclusion

The peer-to-peer is not the best one for the login performance. We have to wait until our Join message reaches the farthest node to be fully connected to the network. If we have a global network with a high latency and a shortest path from us to the farthest node of about 50 hops, we must wait 50 times the mean latency of the network to be sure that everybody on the network is aware of our presence.
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